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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
Situated on Forest Avenue, a broad sloping street along the eastern edge of a large 
city park complete with a duck pond and traversed by a series of roadways leading 
to the revitalized old port and central commercial/business district several blocks 
away, the Portland Post Office occupies a prominent site at the gateway to the City; 
and can be viewed across some 800 feet of open green lawns from the area of 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's Deering Oaks. The immediate neighborhood contains no 
other noteworthy structures, and consists primarily of older marginal housing and 
commercial enterprises. The post office covers a site originally containing some 
twenty-two buildings, and when constructed was. said to be the second largest Post 
Office in New England; Boston having the. largest.

Rectangular, in plan, some 232 feet long by 157 feet deep, consisting of two stories 
plus basement, the building contains approximately 76,000 square feet of floor 
space. The original appropriation for both site and building was $850,000.00.

Despite its size the floor plan is similar to many other Post Offices of its time, 
with a 20 foot wide interior lobby running along the length of the building between 
the Postmaster and other offices on the front of the building, and the large 
one story workroom and mailing platform toward the rear. In addition to the main 
monumental front entrance, a secondary side entrance serves the public parking area 
on Portland Street. A second story office floor extends along the front of the 
building over the lobby area. The basement consists of utility, storage and 
supply rooms as well as the carriers' swing room and toilet facilities.

The building has a pile foundation, steel frame structure with concrete rib slab 
floors formed with tile"""block's, and masonry walls. The exterior materials are 
red brick .laid .An, ..a flemish bond with white granite trim and ornamentation, sitting 
on a white^granite foundation base. Windows are wood, double hung of varying size.

The wall of the main facade on Forest Avenue is broken up into thirteen bays formed 
by brick pilasters from the granite base up to the granite caps, which support a 
granite architrave and cornice. A brick parapet wall above also reflects the brick 
pilasters and is trimmed with a continuous granite coping. At the first floor each 
bay contains a tall arched brick opening with granite spring blocks and a keystone 
block containing a 10/15 double hung window and fan light, trimmed with a granite 
surround (except for the center three entrance arches). The second story has a 
10/10 double hung window in each bay with a star decoration granite keystone block 
above (total of thirteen) and granite sill. The parapet features one granite 
rectangular plaque per bay. Behind the parapet wall a slate covered pitched roof 
rises over the second story offices. Both ends of the facade contain projecting 
walls with granite trimmed brick pediments containing a circular window, three 
double hung windows at the second story, one arched brick opening at the first 
story with a double hung window and fan light flanked by double hung windows with 
rectangular granite plaques above. The corners of the projected portion feature 
brick quoins. The center three arched openings of the Forest Avenue facade comprise 
the main entrance and are reached by a broad flight of granite steps. Each entrance 
arch is recessed to form granite faced walls and vaulted ceiling from which original 
lanterns are suspended. Each arch features two granite spring blocks, and a 
sculptured keystone block supporting a granite shield and festoon. The center sKMLd
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features thirteen stars (representing original colonies) ; the left shield bears the 
crest of the coat of arms of the State of Maine, a star, and the word "Dirigio"; 
the right shield pictures a galley with sails and oars which is the arms of the City 
of Portland with its motto "Resurgam." High above the center entrance arch sitting 
on top of the granite cornice in a niche of the parapet is the sculptured granite 
eagle (4 '-4" x 2 '-2" x 6'-0") which was executed at the Maine and New Hampshire Granite 
Corporation, North Jay, Maine and is controversial for facing the "wrong" way to the 
left (towards the old port) instead of the traditional "right" facing eagle. (The 
Architect said that he was looking to see where the business was coming from.)

Turning the corner at the right on Portland Street, the two story portion of the 
building continues with a projecting wall containing a pediment, double hung windows, 
red brick quoins and granite trim. Similar to the ends described for the main 
facade, except the first story arched opening contains the side entrance similar in 
detail and ornament to the main facade center entrance, complete with a shield of 
thirteen stars and festoon. A hanging lantern is supplemented by flanking light 
standards of three lanterns each.

On each side of this projecting building portion is a wall with double hung windows, 
two over two, topped with a continuation of the architrave and cornice, parapet 
wall, and pitched roof behind.

The building then drops down to a one story height and sets back, reflecting the 
workroom behind and shows as a series of double hung windows in a flat brick wall, 
topped with a granite cornice.

Original wood panelled entrance doors have been replaced by the ubiquitous aluminum 
doors, and stair railings are also of modern aluminum design. Except for a large 
ventilation duct partially enclosed in brick along the workroom elevation, the 
main facade and side entrance facade appear to be all original.

The interior lobby has not been as fortunate, having undergone major renovations 
complete with hung acoustic ceilings with fluorescent lighting, and white glazed 
textured tile wainscot.

The original two revolving doors at the main entrance have been eliminated as has 
an ornamental wrought iron gate at the stairway to the second floor. A "self 
service" enclosure office on the lobby side blocks off the center entrance doors.

The original character of the lobby can only be sensed by the remnants of the original 
detailing existing at the two active main facade entrance doors with original 
fan lights above, vaulted plaster ceiling, original bronze lanterns decorated with 
eagles, decorative plaster cornice and two murals by Henry Mattson depicting a 
stormy ocean and landscape.

A Federal building was added at the lower end of Forest Avenue (the Post Office 
occupies the lower tow levels) to the left side of the main facade in 1967 approxi 
mately the same size and scale as the original Post Office building, but with a
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much simpler and flatter wall treatment reflective of its time. The connection to 
the original building is set back by a recessed wall. Due to its location towards 
the upper part of the street, and its rich architectural treatment, the Portland 
Post Office building naturally dominates the site and is the structure that 
immediately attracts the eye, and easily holds its place as the most prominent 
edifice in the area.
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The Portland Post Office incorporates the elements of both classical and colonial 
revival design, and was designed by the local Architects to be distinctively "New 
England Colonial."

Design policy for post office construction during the early years of the depression 
continued to be one of standardization of plans and details, so as to speed the 
design/construction process in the interest of creating jobs to help in the economic 
recovery. Private architects received contracts to design government buildings 
after 1930 in an effort to alleviate unemployment in the architectural profession. 
Working with post office standards, the local architect's primary contribution was 
in the treatment of the facades and public lobby.

Government buildings were always designed to express classical and democratic 
ideals, to symbolize rpower, organization and institutionalization, as well as 
exposing local populations to great architectural works. With the depression there 
was a renewed effort to create buildings symbolic of government strength, ideals 
and efforts to restore economic health.

The Post Office architects have performed their task exceedingly well and have 
been ingeneous in creating a richly ornamented architecture that breaks down the 
large scale of the building to one of lightness and liveliness, and provides a bit 
of history built into its ornamentation for the Nation, State and City. As older 
buildings in the City are revitalized and newer high rise structures, start to 
dominate the sky line, the Portland Post Office by nature of its prominence, will 
continue to express the Federal presence and represent an important historical period 
in the growth of the United States of America, State of Maine and City of Portland. 
It provides a unique example of a one of a kind building developed from a government 
policy of standardization.

The two murals inside the entrance to the lobby by Henry Mattson were probably 
added at a later date when Government programs were initiated after 1933 to sub 
sidize local artists,ornament public building interiors, and bring artwork to the 
American people.

As of this writing, we have not found any other background information on these 
two murals.
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